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1 INTRODUCTION 

Before discussing in 6etallth.e techniques of hot testing, let us con- 

sider in a general way why large scale tests are done and what information 

they are expected to give. 

It is obviously essential that aircraft structures must be able to carry 

their design loads, yet the constant need to minimise weight means that air- 

frames can only have reserves of strength which are relatively small compared 

with those,of many other kinds of str+cture. Furthermore, many different 

loading conditions have to be considered and the resulting structure tends to 

be complicated and difficult to analyse. Calculations alone cannot generally 

provide suf'floient confidence in the airworthiness of the design to satisfy 

the Certifying Authority; It is necessary to demonstrate practically that the 

structure can safely carry the aerodynamic and inertia loads for which It was 

desxged. The purpose of the strength test is to prv&.e this demonstration 

under safe and controlled conditions. 

The various flight loading cases of the aircraft are studied and a series 

of tests 1s defined to include the most crltlcal lqadlng condition of each part 

of the structure. There are norsally two main requirements to be satisfied in 

each test case and these can be stated briefly as follows. Up to a load I$ 

tunes the flight (limit) load there shall be no significant permanent set, and 

up to a load 16 times the llmlt load there shall be no failure whloh might 

prevent safe flight. These are referred to as the Proof and UltlmateUcondl- 

t1ons; I$ and q& are respectively the Proof and Ultimate Factors. Fm con- 

venience, test ioads are usually quoted as a percentage of the Ultimate Load, 

so that Limit, Troof and Ultimate becomes 6@&, 75% and. lOWA respectively. 

To take every test case.up to the ultimate condition .would cost a great deal 

in time end money, slnoe one wodld expect to lnfllct some permanent damage at 

the hqhest load levels. The usual procedure is to try to coyer all oases 

initially to perhaps YC$. After that the most significant ease will be selected 

and the specimen loaded to illtimate or possibly to failure. 

What has been said so far applies to structures working at near-ambient 

temperatures, but when the speed of aircraft exceeds the speed of sound, a 

further design conbtron becomes important. That is, heating of the struo- 

ture surface caused by its passage through the air; nsmely, kinetic heating. 

In this Report we shall consider briefly how heat transfer takes place in 

flight and in more detail how it can be simulated in ground testS. Various 

methods of control are described, end also the needs of both static and fatigue 
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tests. The influence of tune-deR,endent test conditions on data-recordmg 

methods is discussed alongside the requirement for automatic monitoring of the 

test. 

2 KINRTIC HIXCING 

The heat source IS ,in the boundary layer, where the kinetic energy of 

air, initially moving rapidly relative to,the aircraft surface, 33 converted 

to heat as its relative velocity is rapidly reduced. The exact nature of the 

heating process is more the concern of the aerodynamiclst than the structural 

engineer, but Some understanding of the effects, if not of the causes, is 

essential if both desagn and tests are to be on a proper foundatron. 

The heat transfer process is conveniently described by the equation 

P = h (Taw - Ts) 

where P = rate of heat transfer to the aircraft surface, 

h = heat transfer coefficient, 

T = aw adiabatx wall temperature, 

and T = .s surface temperature. 

The adiabatic wall temperature 2s simply a convenient forcing temperature and 

represents the maximum temperature which the boundary layer would achieve under 

zero heat transfer conditions. It exceeds local ambient temperature by an amount 

which 1s proportional to the square of Mach number and has one of two possible 

values, differing by only a few per cent, according to whether the local boundary 

layer is lnminar or turbulent. The heat transfer coefficient, which is a 

measure of the efficiency of the heat transfer process through and from the 

boundary layer, is primarily a function of Reynolds number, but also depends 

on body shape and to some degree on surface temperature. The heat transfer 

coefficient also has two possible values depending on whether the local boundary 

layer is lamlnar or turbulent, but in this case the turbulent value may be as 

much as an order of magnitude greater than the lamznar value. It IS clear, 

therefore, that while the forcing temprature is closely related to Mach number, 

the influence of the heat transfer coefficient 1s such that the rate of heat 

transfer, or tho time taken for a particular thermal mass to reach the forcing 

temperature, is hxghly variable. At 50000 ft the transfer coefficient is an 

order of magnitude less than at sea level, while at 100 000 ft It is a further 

order of magnitude less. The great significance of this varLation has been 

stressed by Taylor'. 



At this point let us consider the degree of heating whvhlch this effect 

produces. It is rmportant to note that the forcing temperature is linked to 

Mach number, so that the rate at which It rises depends on the rate of 

acceleration of the ax-craft. While the forcmg temperature is increasing, so 

too is the a;Lrcraft surface temperature as it takes heat from the boundary 

layer. The heating rate which is impLed by the difference between the final 

forcing temperature and the initial surface temperature combined with the 

flnal value of transfer coefficient is sometimes quoted. Such a heating rate 

could only be obtained if' the surface were cooled to mountain its initial 

temperature and the figures are generally msleadmg. It is more reallstic 

to consider the actual acceleration rate of the aircraft and the rate of 

change of forcing temperature which this implies. This may be taken as the 

most rapid possible rate of increase of surface temperature, and the corres- 

ponding maximum heating rate is obtained by multiplying by the appropriate 

value of thermal mass per unit area of surface. 

The range of heating rates with which we are concerned is shown, for 

various classes of aircraft, in Frg.1. 

Kinetic heating produces the following important effects:- 

(a) Materlo mechanical properties are reduced, both as a function of 

temperature and as a result of prolonged exposure to temperature. Also, if 

the structure temperature remains high under sustained flight load it is 

possible that significant creep of the material may occur during the life of 

the aircxoft. 

(b) The flow of heat into the structure produces non-uniform tempera- 

ture distributions which are aggravated by uneven mass distribution. Thermal 

expansion of every element is constrained by neighbouring elements at different 

temperature, or by different material. This constraint implres n strmning of 

the element which produces o corresponding level of thermal stress. 

These effects must be considered both in the design and test of the 

structure. It 1s relatively easy in the design stage to allow for a reduotion 

in material properties due to temperature and to do o test at steady elevated 

temperature by way of demonstration. The transient problem, however, 1s very 

difficult both from the theoretical and testing points of view. The major 

problem in hot strength testing IS the correct reproduction of these translent 

thermal effects. 

Before discussing the question of heating simulation it must be made 

clear that for convenience the range of problems considered has been 
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arbitrarily limited. We shall be concerned only wth those cases where it LS 

practicable to adjust contrnuously either surface temperature or rate of heat 

Input to some required valde. 

3 CONTROLLED HlQTING 

The effect of a particular high speed flight plan is to prduCe a related 

history of temperature change 1r-1 the structure. Simulation of the flight 

heatrng effects for test purposes can be by whlohever mode (oonvection, conduc- 

tion or radiation) is most oonvenlent provxled only that it produces'the 

correct temperature changes in the structure. For many years it has been 

generally agreed that radiation 1s the most versatile method2, though there 

may be particular oases which are best treated otherwise. We shall return to 

this point, but for the moment will discuss only the radiant method. 

Follomng the initial production of a powerful electrical radiant heater 

in the U.S.A., a range of srmilar heaters is now widely available, a typxal 

one being rated at 1 kW at 230 volts and 3 l?U if overrun at 40 volts. These 

can be assembled in front of polished metal reflectors to give more than 

adequate heating intensities (up to 100 kW/ft2 for short times), The heat 

output is controlled by variation of the supply voltage, and the response time 

is only a fraction of a second. Using such a heat source, there remains the 

problem of matching the heater output to the requxement of a particular flight 

plan. 

Since the heating experience of a point on the sudace is defined for a 

psrtxoular flight by surface temperature as a fun&Ion of time, surface tempera- 

ture seems to be the obvious variable to control. The block dlagram of a 

temperature control system 1s shown In Flg.2. However, surface temmgeraturc IF 

not deflned by the flight plan as are the forcing tanperature and transfer 

coefficient. The surface temperature depends on the local thermal mass end the 

way in which heat 1s able to flow within the structure. If surface temperature 

is to be used as the basrs of a control system then it must first be calculated, 

and this involves malang assumptions about the thermal properties of the struc- 

ture. It was to overcome this dlffxculty that the "full-equation" method of 

contm13 was devised (Flg.3). 

In this method a computer IS used to solve continuously the heat transfer 

equation. The values of adiabatic wall temperature and heat transfer 

coefficient are pre-calculated as functions of trme for the fli&t to be 

simulated and are both fed to the computer in realtime. A measured value of 

the specimen surface temperature is also taken to the computer, and it is thus 

3t 
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able to cahdate at any instant the required local heating rate, At the ssme 

time, the applied radiant heating rate is measured by a radiometer’. The 

difference between heat required and heat supplied is continuously minisused 

by a servomechanism controlling the heater supply voltage. No assumption of 

specimen thermal properties is required, for the combination of computer and 

specimen simulate the flight as accurately as the governing equation represents 

the physical problem. 

In principle, areas of the specimen surface having different heat 

requirements require independent control by an individual control channel. 

Every such channel receives the input data, measures surface temperature, 

calculates the heat required, measuresthe heat supplied and accordingly 

regulates the voltage applied to its own group of heaters. Because the local 

heat requirement depends on local surface temperature end hence on local ther- 

mal mass, large numbers of channels are required. In practice, minor irregu- 

larities such as stringers are neglected and the area is divided into discrete 

areas of approximately uniform thermal mass and heat requirement. The heaters 

covering each area are then controlled independently, and the required tempera- 

ture measurement is made at a typical central point in each area. Multi- 

channel operation is effected conveniently by a single time-shared digital 

computer, as described by Horton3 and Taylor5. 

It should be noted that both the full-equation and temperature control 

methods have two sources of error in common. First, both rely on the accuracy 

of prediction of the aerodynamic quantities. Second, both break the specimen 

down into discrete areas which are controlled according to the requirement of 

a typical point. The heat input over each area is uniform in the test, whereas 

in flight it will be determined by local surface temperature which depends on 

local thermal mass, It is not practicable to divide the structure into very 

small areas for individual treatment because of the large numbers of control 

channels which would be needed and the limit set by the physical dimensions 

of the heaters. 

It should not be assumed that temperature controi is always inferior, for 

there are other important considerations. The aircraft in flight loses heat 

by radiation while gaining heat by convection but dlnng ground simulation the 

reverse IS the case. Because of this it is necessary to adJust the calculated 

value of “heat required”, more heat being needed during simulation than the 

amount supplied by convection in flight. The table of Fig.4 indicates the 

various heat flows involved and the origin of the required correction term* 
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This aspect of simulation has been investigated by Hsm at R.A.E. Although the 

literature refers to the possibility of continuous calculation of the required 

test heating rate this has not been done in practice, probably because it 

involves caloulating the fourth power of temperature. What has been done is 

to calculate a correction on the basis of a calculated skxn temperature. The 

correction is obtained in the form of a required increment of heating rate as 

a function of time. This heating rate, divided by the current value of trans- 

fer coefficient, gives a temperature increment which is added to the current 

value of adiabatic wall temperature before it is fed to the computer. The 

computer, in multzplying the transfer coefficient by the augmented adiabatic 

wall temperature, thus automatically adds to the flight convective heating 

rate the correction previously determined. By this means a oaloulated correo- 

tion is applied without domplication of the test equipment.. The correction is 

about 5OC in lZO°C and 15'C in 230'~. It is obviously not negligible, and must 

be taken into account if the full equation method is to realzse its potential 

superiority. 

A point in favour of the temperature control method IS that it requires 

no such correction for non-representative losses during the test. It is 

clearly only necessary to take account of the flight conti'cion when oalculatlng 

the flight temperature. After that, the control system ensures that this 

temperature history is reproduced during the test regardless of the various 

heat transfer processes involved. 

In some cases it may be possible to base a test on measuremehts taken 

in flight. If this is so, then it-is simpler to us&skin temperature as the 

controlled quantity, for this is measured directly 1.n flight. It would be 

pointless to znfer values of heat transfer coefficient from the flight measure- 

ments and then use these in a test controlled by the full equation method. 

The most usual criticism of temperature control is the one already 

mentioned, that is of the errors arising in the calculation of transient 

temperatures through complicated structures. The general problem is indeed 

difficult. The most obvious snag is the highly variable conductance of 

structural Joints 6 , but heat transfer by other modes across open spaces inside 

the struoture is also a signir'icant problem7. For example, in a ground test 

only half of the temperature rise in a particular deep web is caused by con- 

duction, most of the remainder being due to oonvectlon. However, It is 

evident that for temperature control one is really only interested in calculat- 

ing the temperature at the control points. In many practical cases the control 

point can be chosen on a piece of free skin, where it is not affected by 
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attached heavy masses. Work by Capey (R.A.E.) has shown that in such cases 

temperatures can be calcuiated with adequate aocuraoy for control purposes. 

The error involved is of the same order as those which are likely to arise 

from other causes with the full equation method. 

Of course, there remain the cases where even control point calculations 

are not feasible; for instance on honeycomb structures. Such oases are ideal 

applications for the full equation method of control. It is then used in the 

true sense as a simulator and the specimen provides its own answer to the heat 

transfer problem. 

To sum up, it seems most sensible to regard the two methods as comple- 

ment ary. The full equation method is obviously superior philosophically. 

However it requires careful use and accurate corrections of the kind described 

abovkif its potential is to be achieved. The temperature control method8 is 

simpler, and therefore preferable for large scale use where there is sufficient 

confidence in calculated temperatures at the control points or where tests are 

based on flight measurements. 

4 CONTROLLED COOLING 

So far we have considered only heat Flowing from the boundary layer into 

the structure. However, where the structure is hotter than the boundary layer, 

heat will flow in the reverse direction causing cooling of the structure 

surface. This condition arises on deceleration after high speed flight and 

is aggravated by a simultaneous loss of altitude which increases the heat 

transfer coefficient. It is quite possible for the resulting cooling rate to 

exceed 1 kW/ft 2 , and, since the thermal stresses produced are of the opposite 

sign to thoso produced by kinetic heating, a new dos~gn condition LS Imposed. 

Testing for this condition requires a oooling source and a means of control. 

The only practicable way of achieving the reqj.mred cooling rate on a large 

scale is by forced convection using az, though there are limitations to the 

magnitude of heat transfer coefficient possible with reasonable air speeds, 

and control of the cooling rate is difficult. A method has been developed at 

R.&E., Farnborough, in which control is exercised by adding radiant heat to 

a cooling effect which always exoeeds the actual requirement. The cooling 

is produced by blowing air which has been cooled to about -lOO°C by the 

addition of liquid mtrogen over thu specimen surfooc. The cooling stream is 

contained by the radrant heater reflectors which are extended fore and aft to 

form ducts from the fans and to a convenient exhaust point. When used with a 

full equation heat control system, operation is as follows. The radiometer 
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is equally affected by heat transfer due to radiation or convection, SO the 

bf'ference between the convective cooling end radiant heating is always 

measured. This is compared with the calculated negative heat required, and 

the difference is minimised by control of the radiant heaters. It is possible 

to use the same method with a skin temperature control system. 

The cooling technique involves the use of additional equipment, fans 

etc., but this extra cost is comparatively trivial. Much more important, 

especially for repeated tests , is the cost of liquid nitrogen. In the U.K., 

where it costs about one shilling and six-pence a gallon, it is about an order 

of magnitude more expensive than the equivalent quantity of heat. The 

efficient pmduction and application of cooling IS clearly the dominant factor 

in the economics of thermal cycling tests. 

5 CONVECTIVE HEATING AND COOLING 

It has been said that radiation is generally favoured for kinetic heating 

simulation, but that it is necessary to use convection for cooling purposes. 

The heating rate of the M2.2 transport aircraft is only about $ W/ft2, however, 

and because of this it is possible to both heat and cool at the appropriate rate 

by forced convection. The idea is attractive because it eliminates the radiant 

heaters and reduces the complication of the control system. 

For any prescribed flight plan, the heat requirement of a particular 

point on the specimen surface is a unique function of time. However, the form 

of the governing equation, where the heating rate is given as the product of a 

transfer coefficient and a temperature difference, indicates a considerable 

freedom of choice of forcing temperature or transfer coefficient. Thus, the 

heating rate can be made correct while using an arbitrary transfer coefficient 

by adjustment of the forcing temperature. In fact a number of small-scale 

heating tests have been run on this basis at various places. However, although 

this is acceptable for the hypothetical point on the surface, it is not good 

enough for the specimen as a whole because heat transfer rate also depends on 

local surface temperature and thus varies over the surface according to thermal 

mass distribution. Hence, to obta.in the correct heating rate distribution with 

an arbitrary transfer coefficient, the forcing temperature would need to be 

adjusted everywhere to suit local thermal mass. This IS quite impracticable, 

so the method is only strictly applicable where the whole specimen is of uniform 

thickness or the errors introduced by thickness changes are acceptably small. 

When the heat transfer coefficient in flight is fairly small, however, 

it is possible to achieve the same value on the ground by blowing 81r at ambient 
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pressure; The change in density balances the change in speed so that the high 

altitude supersonic cruise values are obtaLned by air speeds oi' about 

150 fY/sec. Under these conditions, if' the bulk air temperature is made equal 

to the forcing temperature in flight, the correct distribution of heat transfer 

rate is obtained. The air stream IS made to flow over the specimen by an 

enveloping surface a few inches away, and vertical malls running fore and aft 

keep the flax straight and allow the pressure drop ever varying chordwise 

lengths‘to be bal4xxed. The moan hmght of the ducts so formed deterewes the 

mass flow rcquulred to produce the speed neoessary to ,$ve the required transfer 

coefficient. For economy the mass flov; is the minimum consistent with an 

acceptable change in teLperat,ure of the air while traversing the speolmen. By 

increasing tire duct depth with distance from entry, it is theoretically possible 

to reproduce the flizht variation of transfer coefficrcnt with Reynolds number 

due tc'strasmwise iongth. The required vnriatwn in depth is from about 

6 inches at a point 5 feet from the leadlng edge to about 9 inches at a point 

100 fe3t furtner aft. The duuzts are continued aft.& the specimen and formed 

into a return orrcuit containing the fan and heating and cooling apparatus; 

the whole arrangement resembles 4 closely-fitting wind tunnel. Fig.5 shows 

a schematic layout of such a system. The CbJeCt of the return circuit is to 

improve thermal efficiency, since only a smsll temperature change is acceptable 

in the air stre3s to minimise longitudinal errors in heating rate. Simulation 

of a particular flight is achieved by controlling the air temperature aJld speed 

as functions of time. It is not practicable to take account of sudden varia- 

tions in transfer coefr'iclfrit, :iucB as those caused by transition from laminar 

to turbulent fiow, but i.ithin this limitrrt~on dnd those imposed by acceptable 

air speeds rind fm powar the method seems promising. The method described is 

bsiug studied at the R.A.L. Earnborough for possible 4RRlication to Concord 

fatigue tests. Theoretical lnvcstigations by Finklaire (R.A.E.) have led to 

various refinements of the b&c system for which he mnde the original suggestion. 

The bare mLnimum reuairements of-an approval test can be met without 

takLng any observat;ons duunng the test other than thosa needed to show that 

the required test condition is being applied. No one has ever suggested that 

this should he the pr4ctice for a num3er of good reasons. First, the measure- 

ment and recording of deflection, strwn, temperature etc. are useful to the 

deslgner‘in co~ll'irming his assumptions and calaulatlons. Second, by confirming 

or mcdlfting theory, the measurements :mprcve design practioe for subsequent 

aimrsft. Third, observations of the specimen's behaviour as load is increased 
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can lead to a test being stopped before it is heavily and needlessly damaged. 

Fourth, if the specimen does break, prevrous measurements are sometIme useful 

in locating the source of we&ess and explazning the faalure. In this sense, 

observations are taken to include looking end listening around the specimen 

and also noting the magnitude and rate of change of a limited number of 

deflection3 and strains. The reliability and accuracy of test measurement3 

is of fun&mental importance. The difficulty is not so much the accuracy 

required in a 3lngl.e measurement 83 that of malang a large number of such 

measurements under conditions which are far from ideal. 

With theso limitations in mind, it IS relatively easy to take measurements 

at each level of load during a static test at room temperature. Deflections c3n 

be rend &rectly from dial gauges or hanging scales and there is plenty of tune 

to rend numbers of strain gauges in turn using siaplo equipment. In transient 

heating tests, however, the situation is quite different. Strain, deflection 

and temperature are all chmgxng wath time snd one 1s forced to record a large 

amount of data automatically. Furthermore, the measurements themselves are 

physically more difficult and pmne to error. Deflections can no longer be 

- measured directly, some kind of transducer is necessary to give a remote 

Indication. These are usually electrical and require calibration according 

to the measuring equlpmcnt which 1s used. 

The measurement of transient temperature require3 undarstanding and care. 

The measuring device must not perturb the specimen temperature merely by its 

presence, and it must make inti.nate contact so that it3 temperature IS always 

that of the specimen. Neither of these condition3 is easy to satisfy but 

probably the best soiution 1.5 to use a fine-wire thermocouple In which each 

wire IS separately welded to the specimen and lies close to the surface for a 

short distance from the weld9, 

The measurement of transient thermal strain, especially of skins exposed 

to radiant heat, is even more bffxult. There are a number of types of high 

temperature strain gauges avalable but many are unsuitable for transient 

measurements. Their construction and method of attachment inevitably produce 

significant temperature differences between the gauge and the specimen material, 

and the presence of the gauge considerably perturbs the local temperature and 

strain pattern. The application of a temperature correction under these con&- 

tions 13 of doubtful value. The difficulties are aggravated by the magnitude 

of the scatter in the correction term for nominally identical gauges which cLan 

be serious even for measurements at steady temperatures. 
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This paxticulnr diffsculty has been overcome in selected-melt gauges by 

careful heat-treatment of’ the gouge material. As o result its properties are 

modified so that resistance changes not due to thermal strain largely cancel 

out over n part~culsr temperriture range *vhen the gauge is flxed to a particular 

material. The problems of minimising the thenmal mass of the gauge and ensuring 

good thermal contnct wth the specimen remain. However, this appears to be the 

most profitable line ‘of dcvelogment rind 1s the one now being pursued in the U.K. 

In addition to taking measurements which show how the specimen is respond- 
. A 

mg to the test ‘condition, it is also necessary to trike mecsurements t,o confirm 

thnt the correot test condition is being applied. In s transient test the 

latter oper&.on should cetininly be performed automatically. A continuous 

comparison should be mzde between measured values of load and tkmpernturo and 

the corresponding required values , and differences greater than a prescrzbed ’ 

maximum should automatically stop the test. There is no question of human 

oparntors dozng this necessary monitoring. Even if a sufficient number of 
observers could be found and they could remain always sufficiently alert, they 

would hew scant trme for decision-maiung if faced wth a crisis. It 1s 

necessary for this “auto-stop” system to be separate from the control system, 

, and it is accepted that it vrrll be of the same order of complexity. Although 

intended primarily to ensur a that the loading system is vrorlang properly, It 

1s worth considering Ortending its function to stopping the test if the specs- 

men is reacting badly to the correct test conditzons. @e&ions such as whrhlch 

paxmeters shoul;t bu measured by the “auto-stop” 2nd their limits of 

acceptability ore themselves very interesting but are beyond the scope of this 

Report. 

Then al.1 of the data from a test has been recorded there remains the 

problem ot’ assessing zts signrficance. Ths mvolves processing by a computer 

and a print-out or plot of the results followed by a good deal of examination 

by qatiified staff. There is math to be gained by transfer, as far as possible, 

of the assessment function to the computer. This would mean defining orlteria 

with which the test data could be cornpaled and only data which differed signi- 

ficantly Prom predictions would be printed out. ‘This deliberate selection of 

data is espeoiaily rmi>ortant during fntlgue tests, where otherwise a large 

amount of unnecessary data is Ilkely to accumulate. 

An extension of the rdeas pu, + forxard so far 1s to use a digital computer 

on-line during the test. This would control and check the test condition as 

well as process the data for xmnediate examination. It would also enable data 

whloh requires prior processing to be surveyed as part of the ‘Vauto-stop” 
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facility. The "auto-stop " device and the use of on-lzne computation are now 

being studied in the 3.X. 

7 STATIC TESTS 

The classical method of doing a static test 1s to apply a steatijr load, 

whxch 1s periodically rncreased by a flxed amount, taking observatzons and 

mecmn'ements at each load level. Steady flight loads are ppplled directly 

and the dynamx effects of a manoeuvre case are accounted for by the steady 

appL.oattlon of loads due to rnertia forces. The whole problem 1s then 

essentially statrc, and It 1s assumed that the test result IS independent of 

tame. 

However, for transrent thermal loading there is nothlng analogous to the 

concept of lnertls forces to reduce the problem to the steady state. Unless 

the whole structure I.S at uruform temperature , it LS evidently experlenoxng 

a flow of heat as shown by the temperature gradients. To reproduce the flight 

transient temperature condltlon It is necessary to perform a ground cycle in 

real time. The Qroblem then is how to apply the mechanical loads due to the 

assumed manoeuvre in a way whxh properly combines the mechanxal and thermal 

effects and also allows the severity of the case to be graded in 8 predeterrmned 

way. Given a suffxzently powerful and responsive loadrng system, there 1s no 

reason why the manoeuvre load should not be applied In real time. However, one 

would then be faced wxth the problem of phasing the loating and heating cycles 

so as to produce the required combination for test purposes. In practrce the 

problem may be Insuperable becsdse the crltlcal conktlon may ocow at tifferefit 

times In a;Lfferent parts of the structure. 

At the other end of the scale, a slowly reacting load system could be 

used to apply a particular level of load to the unheated specunen. iVlth this 

constant level of mechanxal load maintained, the thermal cycle could then be 

appked in real time. A particular test case wodld be covered by a number of 

such tests, the level of load being rased xxrementally fmm test to test while 

the thenaal cycle remained thk same. The advantage of this method 1s the 

separation of mechanxal and thermal effects. On the other hand, It does reqlllre 

a good deal of testing trme and In some cases frequent thermal cycling of the 

specimen may be undesirable. It is this technique which has been used at the 

R.A.E. Farnborough, using a loading system designed for room temperature static 

tests on the prlncrples described by 6alker 10 . 

An alternatrve 1s to use a fast loading system to vary the load zn an 

arbitrary way &rlng the thermal cycle. This also would allow one to 
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distinguish between thermal. and mechanical effects xn the strain gage records, 

and it may also reduce testing time. Hot/ever, the orltlcal moments for var~us 

parts of the structure due to thermal effects in11 occur at different times. 

If the load is also varying xth time the whole pattern of superposition is. 

complicated and one cannot be Jure that every :vcrst combxnattlon has been _ 

achieved. In short, the varying load technique is likely to produce useful 

desrgn mform?.t~on, but the steady load technlqu r? :s necessary for strength 

approval testing. 

It IS Trorth noting, hcwever, that I.C cortaln cooling cases, where the 

crltx3el period is preceded by a fairly long hca'clng and soaking phasa, it is 

advantageous and may be necessary to be able to apply the required load quickly. 

So for it has been assumed that the applied thermal cycle woul$ be an‘ 

actual flight cast. Eio:vavcr, cs In the case of meckianlcal lcndxng, it is ' 

necessrcy to =ncrease tiic sevorlty of the test condition bjr some numezxcal- 

factor m order to establish tho required level of tionfidence in the result. 

The magnitude of tnc factors vrhxh arc. applied to mcchanzcal loads and the 

my m whrch they cover the unodrtaintrcs Involved is c SubJect In itself. - 

Once havmg chosen the factors, ho~~.~r, the lmpllcat~ons for tha structare 

vail bo fnirlv clew. The case of thwmal loading, homov&, 1s more compli- 

cated, and the gcxrnl objective of mak-rng the contitlcn more severe can'be 

;pproached LP, dlff~ren% xays. One could apply a factor on speed, on atmos- 

phorrc tcmpcr&xwe, on forcing timpx$ure, on transfer coefficient, on tempxa; 

tu1.e range or a combinattron of these. The diffiiulty is to define a factor-- . 

which IS philosophically acceptable , can be used in the daslgn process and can 

be demonstrated by test. 

Noun~formph~losophy has been adopted In tests done so far at the R.&E. 

In one case the hestIng cycle corresponded to a unfcrm acceleration slightly 

higher than the axrcraft capabziity. In another, a factor of 1& was applred 

to the range of forcing temperature calculated for the flight, the time Scale 

being unchanged. Limitations are xnposeil on this technique by an upper. .s 

temperature above vihxh material mechanical properties are reduced unrepre- 

sontatlveljr, whvhlle a lower 1lmi.t 1s set by practxxl and flnaxical wplicatio~ns 

of a htgh degree of cooling. 

8 FfilWUE TETS 

The obJeCts of a full scale fatr&ue test are to indicate those parts.. 

of the structure :!ilich are prone to fallwe and to deacnstrate a satlsfact$y 

life urlder'reprosent~~t;tlve londlng contitlons. Such tests at room temperature 
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have become commonplace, although prcblans remarn both in their planning and 

interpretation. The general principle is that the loads due to landing, 

pressurisatron and gusts can be applied during the test much faster than they 

occur I* service. It is therefore possible to compress a number of lifetime's 

experience wto a reasonably short testing time. 

In the case of a supersonic transport aircraft there are additional com- 

plicating factors. A significant proportion of fatigue damage occurs as a 

result of thermal stresses, so these must be represented. Also, the flight 

time spent at high temperature produces some creep of the structure. Both the 

creep itself and its interaction with the fatigue process require to be taken 

into account. The conditions which must be represented therefore include a 

typical thermal cycle to produce the required levels of thermal stress during 

heating and cooling, and the required amount of creep during the cruise phase. 

This is en expensive complication, but a more fundamental difficulty is the 

com.@?ession of the time required by the tests in a way analogous to room 

temperature fatigue testing. Much thought is being gzven to this problem, 

which is dzscussed in detail by Van 11 Leeuwen who aiso comments on scme of the 

solutions whicn have been proposed 12 . The difficulty is how to increase by 

a certain factor the damage caused by a single thermal cycle. Modlfylng the 

heating cycle produces different factors in different parts of the specimen 

depending on the local structure. Changing the cruise temperature level puts 

a factor on creep which must be compatible with the factor on thermal stress. 

In the absence of a simple factor applying to the whole specimen it is 

essential that the local test envx-onment is accurately defined and that the 

local factor can be determined. 

This Report is primarily concerned ,Nith the technique of producing the 

test environment. The fatigue test calls for a~plrcation of a particular 

thermal cycle which involves heating, holding at temper-attire and cooling the 

structure. Any of the methods described are able in principle to do what is 

required, and the choice of the most suitable one in a particular case IS not 

@EISY. There are many tnings to consider, some of which ara unique to tlvs 

kind of testing. First, the cycle must be applied many thousand times, so 

the equipment must be robust and long lived. Second, the equipment must be 

reliable both in the sense that it produces the raquirod result and that it 

produces it on demand so that no testing time is needlessly lost. Third, 

its maintenance requirement must be low enough to fit in with the normal 

periodic shut-downs of the test for specimen inspection. Fourth, it must be 

flexible enough to allow reasonable vacation of the thermal cycle if this 



becomes necessary possibly as a result of flight measurements on the prototype. 

Fifth, it must be as economical as possible, especxlly in the inherently 

expensive cooling phase. 

Matever method of heating and cooling LS used, the total physlcal and 

intelleotual effort required to carry out a large scale hot fatigue test is 

very much greater than has previously been expended on any other kind of ax- 

craft strength testing. The achievement of supersonic flight bxxngs to test 

engineers a challenge as great as.any which It has offered over the whole 

range of aeronautical science. 
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